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In World War II, the 81st Troop Carrier Squadron
dropped paratroopers onto the battlefield, often in the
face of heavy fire. This book relates the exploits of the
81st, which mirrored the combat experience of World
War II troop carrier units.
This book is an all-in-one introduction to both the theory
and practice of democracy, aimed at upper level high
school and university students and civic-minded adults in
both old and new democracies. Portions of the book are
from the Democracy is a Discussion handbooks.
. . . not merely interesting and novel, but also
exceedingly provocative and heuristically fertile. --The
Review of Metaphysics . . . essential reading for anyone
interesting in . . . the new reader-centered forms of
criticism. --Library Journal In this erudite and imaginative
book, Umberto Eco sets forth a dialectic between 'open'
and 'closed' texts.
Includes Part 1, Number 1: Books and Pamphlets,
Including Serials and Contributions to Periodicals
(January - June)
Provides a collection of activities to introduce poetry to
students throughout the curriculum.
The word renaissance means "rebirth," and the most
obvious example of this phenomenon was the
regeneration of Europe's classical Roman roots. The
Renaissance began in northern Italy in the late 14th
century and culminated in England in the early 17th
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century. Emphasis on the dignity of man (though not of
woman) and on human potential distinguished the
Renaissance from the previous Middle Ages. In poetry
and literature, individual thought and action were
prevalent, while depictions of the human form became a
touchstone of Renaissance art. In science and medicine
the macrocosm and microcosm of the human condition
inspired remarkable strides in research and discovery,
and the Earth itself was explored, situating Europeans
within a wider realm of possibilities. Organized
thematically, the Handbook to Life in Renaissance
Europe covers all aspects of life in Renaissance Europe:
History; religion; art and visual culture; architecture;
literature and language; music; warfare; commerce;
exploration and travel; science and medicine; education;
daily life.
Introduces students to the common vocabulary of drama.
Extends and enriches the study of drama to include
mood, tension, stage direction, and more. Features
activities for many dramatic forms including farce,
tragedy, and comedy. Strengthens any language arts
class and is a perfect companion to any play.
This collection of essays - written by experienced
practitioners - seeks to define, or at least report on, the
current position of Shakespeare in schools, colleges and
other educational environments. Its primary purpose is to
examine how, where and why Shakespeare manifests
himself in the educational experience of school and
college students today. The seven contributors address
key topics such as making Shakespeare our
contemporary, teaching Shakespeare at a
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comprehensive school and the work of the Shakespeare
Birthplace Trust.
'A History of the Moravian Church, ' by J. E. Hutton,
offers a very broad yet detailed history of this admirable
religious movement. Hutton includes the doctrinal stance
of the present day Moravian church, which is indicative
of the long term affect of the historical views and
teachings of their founder, Count Zinzendorf. Their
dedication is admirable, though their stance is a little
confusing since they adhered to the Augsburg
Confession (affirming both Lutheran and Anglican views)
while considering themselves members of neither
church. Interestingly, the Augsburg Confession
denounces the Ana-Baptist theology regarding the
sacraments. Indeed, the Moravian church emphasizes
experiential Christianity, that is, inner feelings and
revelations as well as outward emotional raptures. In that
regard they seem to have predated the current
charismatics and the Quietism. In short, J. E. Hutton's
book provides a very interesting and fairly concise
history of the Moravian movement. Highly recommended
to anyone desiring a better understanding of the church
that actually predates the Ana-Baptists and was inspired
into existence by the teaching and martyrdom of John
Hus.
The Reformation was the seismic event in European
history over the past 1000 years, and one which tore the
medieval world apart. Not just European religion, but
thought, culture, society, state systems, personal
relations - everything - was turned upside down. Just
about everything which followed in European history can
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be traced back in some way to the Reformation and the
Counter-Reformation which it provoked. The
Reformation is where the modern world painfully and
dramatically began, and MacCulloch's great history of it
is recognised as the best modern account.
Designed to reinforce the companion Attitude level 1
student's book unit lessons, this workbook presents
twelve units of interactive audio-supplemented exercises
in English language grammar and vocabulary, language
practice, reading and listening, and in pronunciation, and
supports the development of the students' study and
writing skills.
Andrew Ure (1778-1857) was a professor at the
University of Glasgow and an enthusiast for the Industrial
Revolution’s new systems of manufacturing. As we
know, a consequence of these new developments was
the redundancy of many workers, just as we are
experiencing today with ‘downsizing’ and
‘reengineering’. This study details the creation of the
general education system as an answer to the need for
less self-willed and intractable workmen, which were
unfit to become "components of a mechanical system".
In our times of permanent technological revolution, this is
an excellent insight into the roots of industrial progress.
Understanding rural workers' shock and their need to
readapt to a new urban, factorial reality, and the white
collar workers’ dilemma of social security or
entrepreneurship is achieved by this fascinating and
important book.

Close Up was the first English-language journal of
film theory. Published between 1927 and 1933, it
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billed itself as "the only magazine devoted to film as
an art," promising readers "theory and analysis: no
gossip." The journal was edited by the writer and
filmmaker Kenneth Macpherson, the novelist
Winifred Bryher, and the poet H. D., and it attracted
contributions from such major figures as Dorothy
Richardson, Sergei Eisenstein, and Man Ray. This
anthology presents some of the liveliest and most
important articles from the publication's short but
influential history. The writing in Close Up was
theoretically astute, politically incisive, open to
emerging ideas from psychoanalysis, passionately
committed to "pure cinema," and deeply critical of
Hollywood and its European imitators. The articles
collected here cover such subjects as women and
film, "The Negro in Cinema," Russian and workingclass cinema, and developments in film technology,
including the much debated addition of sound. The
contributors are a cosmopolitan cast, reflecting the
journal's commitment to internationalism; Close Up
was published from Switzerland, printed in England
and France, and distributed in Paris, Berlin, London,
New York, and Los Angeles. The editors of this
volume present a substantial introduction and
commentaries on the articles that set Close Up in
historical and intellectual context. This is crucial
reading for anyone interested in the origins of film
theory and the relationship between cinema and
modernism.
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Make Shakespeare fun! Introduces 12 widely read
Shakespearean plays Captures students? interest
with a comic-strip format Portrays captivating
characters in amusing period costumes Features
entertaining synopses; accurate story lines; and
witty, engaging dialogue
Addresses common writing problems, including
dangling modifiers, bad diction, sentence fragments,
comma errors, and more Strengthens student writing
with clear, easy-to-follow practice exercises Includes
guidance on writing strategies and the writing
process See Solving Common Writing Problems Set
"Vietnam from Cease-Fire to Capitulation" is an
examination of significant military developments and
social and economic conditions during the last three
years of the war.
A review of the controversial period in America which
followed the Civil War examining the political
situation in the South
The record of each copyright registration listed in the
Catalog includes a description of the work
copyrighted and data relating to the copyright claim
(the name of the copyright claimant as given in the
application for registration, the copyright date, the
copyright registration number, etc.).
Philanthropy in America is a giant undertaking—every
year more than $390 billion is voluntarily given by
individuals, foundations, and businesses to a riot of
good causes. Donation rates are two to ten times
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higher in the U.S. than in comparable nations, and
privately funded efforts to solve social problems,
enrich culture, and strengthen society are among the
most significant undertakings in the United States.
The Almanac of American Philanthropy was created
to serve as the definitive reference on America's
distinctive philanthropy. Upon its publication it
immediately became the authoritative, yet highly
readable, 1,342-page bible of private
giving—chronicling the greatest donors in history, the
most influential achievements, the essential
statistics, and summaries of vital ideas about
charitable action. Now there is this new Compact
Edition of the Almanac. It offers highlights of the
crucial information and fascinating arguments
contained in the full-length Almanac, in a condensed
format. All updated to 2017!
On January 24, 2000, the Council on Library and
Information Resources (CLIR) convened a group of
experts from different domains of the information
resources community to address the question, "What
is an authentic digital object?" Five writers--an
archivist, a digital library expert, a documentary
editor and special collections librarian, an expert on
documentary theory, and a computer scientist--were
asked to write position papers that identify the
attributes that define authentic digital data over time.
These papers, together with a brief reflection on the
major outcomes of the workshop, are presented in
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this document. The papers are: "Authentication of
Digital Objects: Lessons from a Historian's
Research" (Charles T. Cullen); "Archival Authenticity
in a Digital Age" (Peter B. Hirtle); "Where's Waldo?
Reflections on Copies and Authenticity in a Digital
Environment" (David M. Levy); "Authenticity and
Integrity in the Digital Environment: An Exploratory
Analysis of the Central Role of Trust" (Clifford
Lynch); "Preserving Authentic Digital Information"
(Jeff Rothenberg); and "Authenticity in Perspective"
(Abby Smith). An appendix lists the conference
participants. (AEF)
A bibliographical history of newspaper development.
Mapping Cyberspace is a ground-breaking
geographic exploration and critical reading of
cyberspace, and information and communication
technologies. The book: * provides an understanding
of what cyberspace looks like and the social
interactions that occur there * explores the impacts
of cyberspace, and information and communication
technologies, on cultural, political and economic
relations * charts the spatial forms of virutal spaces *
details empirical research and examines a wide
variety of maps and spatialisations of cyberspace
and the information society * has a related website at
http://www.MappingCyberspace.com. This book will
be a valuable addition to the growing body of
literature on cyberspace and what it means for the
future.
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This invaluable guide to all of Shakespeare's plays
contains concise plot synopses, detailed scene-byscene summaries, and an introduction to the
mythological, historical, and geographical origins of
the plays.
Learning to categorize and describe common faults
in style and usage and to suggest strategies for
writing more effectively.
Ideal as a year-long program or for selective units. This
packed volume takes an intense look at Romeo and
Juliet, Julius Caesar, Macbeth, Hamlet, A Midsummer
Night’s Dream, and The Tempest. Each of the 40
lessons opens up the world of Shakespeare, his words,
and his characters. Extensive teacher support includes
assessments, historical background and language study,
synopses, and suggestions for engaging hard-to-reach
learners.
The most valuable resource for 16th-century dances and
dance music, this volume describes galliards, pavans,
branles, gavottes, lavolta, basse dance, morris dance,
and more, with detailed instructions of steps. 44
illustrations.
"This collection consists of essays on literary theory and
history from a Marxist perspective, interviews with
directors and dramaturgs on theater practice on the East
German stage before 1990, and interviews with women
who were active in the East German theater and are
even more active since reunification."--BOOK
JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North
America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
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